**TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS**  
**#5.78**

```
N. 7  SEC. 6  T 35 R 10 W., WM.
S. 6

HISTORICAL:
G.L.O. Pq. 62  3510 ± 1890 SET POST
Book  PAGE  MAPS
1  94  B-292
4  86  F-27-25
3  206
3  3191  194
```

**CONDITION: Good**  
**FOUND: 3" BRASS CAP & 1" I.P.**  
**BK. 3 Pq. 206**

- FP. Now 40" UPROOT TAG ON
- FP. Now 36" STUMP SCARRED
- FP. Now 10" 30" SPRUCE N. 260° E. 282K  G.L.O. Pq. 62
- FP. Now 10" 24" HEMLOCK S. 73° E. 292K  G.L.O. Pq. 62
- FP. Good Now 10" 4" SPRUCE N. 410° W. 15° FT  BK.3 Pq. 206

**REWITNESS**

```
1 SET  10" TILE AND CEMENT AROUND FOUND G.L.O. 1" I.P. WITH
FP. U.S. F.S. STEEL FENCE POST WITH TAG 10' SLY.
FP. U.S. F.S. STEEL FENCE POST WITH TAG 50' NLY.
NEW ACCESSORY:
* 12" SPRUCE S. 10° W. 15° 145° 185° B.T.
```

**COMMENTS:**

THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 10' SLY.
OF AND OLD PARTIALLY GROWN OVER LOGGING ROAD. IN A SWAMPY
AREA. PIPE & CAP WERE FP. 10' DEEP IN MUD & WE.
PULLED IT UP TO GROUND LEVEL.

IN THE PRESENCE OF:  DAN McNUTT GAGE ARTHUR

DATE:  1-9-79  PHOTO#:  NWO-B 6-58
* = County corner tag affixed.